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By Master Vaughn 

 How many of us think of our Tang Soo 
Do training as fun or enjoyment?  Most of the 
time, the talk you hear is about how severe 
the training is.  When one of our Cho Dan 
Bo’s is headed to their first Black Belt Camp, 
they are filled with stories about the tough 
training.  The senior Black Belts go into how 
the physical part of the camp was much 
harder back when they started than it is now, 
but did you ever stop to think that if it was 
that bad, why would they go back again, and 
again, and again? 

 The answer is easy.  It is because they 
have such a good time; they can’t wait to go 
back.  Even with the tough days of training 
out in the sun (or sometimes in the rain) it is 
a real blast that no one would want to miss.  
Why?  Because!  Tang Soo Do is fun, or it 
can be fun if you approach it with the right 
attitude. 

 On the road to Black Belt, novices are 
exposed to challenges that they never 
thought in their wildest dreams they could 
accomplish, yet by sticking it out and pushing 
themselves, they are able to achieve what 
they themselves thought they could not.  
There is great satisfaction in accomplishment 
if one has to work for it.  There is a feeling of 
pride, and the thought that you have earned 
your reward.  It was not just handed to you. 

 If the student of Tang Soo Do allows it to 
happen, a new attitude about life in general is 
awaiting him or her, but the student has to 

get involved.  Once the light bulb goes off 
inside the head, it is hard to accept anything 
less than the great feeling one gets from 
discovery. 

 By training the body and the mind, one’s 
spirit becomes stronger, and the student’s 
work ethic becomes stronger.  The 
satisfaction that comes from a job well done 
becomes addictive, and the student wants 
more of that feeling.  It becomes an unbroken 
chain of good behavior.  The reward is the 
satisfaction of knowing that one is making 
one’s world better, by working on making 
one’s self better. 

 This realization usually does not happen 
overnight.  It takes perseverance and 
practice, practice, practice, but it will come to 
those that get the right attitude.  The right 
attitude says, “Hard work can be fun.”  By 
taking on the good attitude, students of Tang 
Soo Do enjoy their training.  They enjoy the 
friendships they make in class.  They enjoy 
the growing ability to not only take direction 
from instructors, but to seek it.  They enjoy 
the feeling of confidence and self-esteem 
that comes with ability. 

 All of these things, when pondered, can 
bring a smile to a student of Tang Soo Do.  
They can lift you up when you are down.  
Your attitude can also influence and lift the 
spirit of others if you share…if you go on to 
teach. 

 We conducted our annual collection for 
the Bethesda Project in December.  Again, 
as we have done for the past six years, we 
are helping the less fortunate by providing 
them with needed items.  We collected many 
items including sweat shirts, gloves, T-shirts, 
soap, razors, shaving cream, underwear, etc.  

Your generosity will help so many people in 
need.  The Bethesda Project provides 
shelter, food, and support services to the 
homeless in Philadelphia.  In many ways our 
Dojang is like a family.  It is nice to see our 
family helping others in need.  THANK YOU!!  

Thank You from the Bethesda Project 

By Frank Altiere, Sam Dan 
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In Memory of Christian Haney 

By John Collins, Cho Dan  

 It is with great sadness we 
announce the passing of one of our 
Special Dragons students, Christian 
Haney.  Christian, a brown belt, had 
been training at Vaughn's Dojang for 
several years, and was one of the most 
dedicated member of the Special 
Dragons team. 

 Christian was in attendance at 
many of our Dojang and Association 
events, including our annual holiday 
parties, the Region 8 Championships in 
the Poconos, and this past summer, the 
World Championship in Anaheim, 
California. 

        Just twenty years old, Christian 
suffered the hemorrhage of a brain 
aneurysm and died on November 28, 
2006.  His fellow Special Dragons 
students and his instructors all 
remarked that the thing they will 
remember most about Christian was his 
cheerful spirit and quick wit.  He trained 
very hard in class, but he was always 
free with a little joke to make others 
laugh. 

        He was a dedicated Tang Soo Do 
warrior, a gentle spirit, and a good 
friend and we will miss him very much. 

Silk & Steel Seminar 

By Rick Mentley, E Dan  

        It was a grey weekend 
in November 2006 when a 
group of 24 martial artists 
met at Master Scott 
Homschek’s dojang (River 
Valley Tang Soo Do) in the 
Pittsburgh area.  Although 
the skies outside were 

overcast, spirits were bright among the 
attendees at the 2006 Warrior’s Path Silk & 
Steel seminar.  Many of the participants 
were alumni of past Silk & Steel events, but 
there were also many first-timers including 
myself and Mr. Scott Summers.  
People traveled from as far away 
as Central New York, 
Connecticut, Mississippi, and 
Texas.  The event consists of 
about 12 hours of knife training 
and 12 hours of flexible weapons 
training over the course of 3 
days (Friday through Sunday).  
Each day’s training began at 
8 AM and continued into the 
evening on both Friday and 
Saturday. 

 Above all else, safety was 
stressed throughout the weekend.  Master 
Michael Kaye from the Penn State Martial 
Arts Group taught the knife training portion 
of the seminar, along with his assistant, Mr. 
Dan Faria-Santos.  We worked mostly with 
wooden and aluminum trainers, which 
more realistically mimic the actions of a 
real knife, as compared to rubber trainers.  
Whereas the knife techniques that we 
practice in Tang Soo Do focus on disarms 
in which the defender does not have a 
knife, most of the techniques that Master 
Kaye taught focused on situations in which 

both people are armed with a knife.  Some 
of the material covered included knife 
customs and safety, counter knife 
techniques (using a knife to defend against 
another knife), as well as empty hand 
defense against a knife (e.g., strips, 
acquisitions, and the art of the returning 
blade).  We also discussed some of the 
legal issues related to carrying a knife for 
self-defense and to defending yourself with 
a knife.  As our skills progressed, we 
moved on to more free-form sessions.  The 
more advanced participants worked with a 

very cool trainer that would deliver an 
electrical shock if it touched the skin (the 
intensity was dialed way down). 

 The flexible weapons portion of the 
seminar was taught by Master Homschek, 
with the help of his assistant, Mr. Roy 
Donaldson.  We worked with 4-foot pieces 
of nylon rope as our “trainers” and learned 
various blocks, strikes, and snaring/ 
immobilization techniques.  Some of the 
accuracy drills included hitting small pieces 
of foam that were either stationary or were 

thrown into the air.  As with the knife, we 
also engaged in free-form sessions in 
which what you did depended on the action 
of your partner and whether your technique 
worked on the first try.  An interesting and 
fun session involved using our creativity to 
turn everyday objects, such as a plastic 
bag, electrical cord, or computer mouse 
cord into a flexible weapon. 

 On Friday evening the group convened 
at the Homschek’s house for dinner, a 
bonfire, and some interesting night training.  
We practiced some of the same knife 

techniques that we had learned in 
the studio, except we used glow 
sticks instead of trainers.  I found 
that I had to defend and counter 
much more instinctively, since I 
could not always rely on visual 
cues from my attacker—which is 
what would happen if attacked in 
a dark environment.  We also 
used a long rope to try to shatter 
a clay target tossed into the air. 

        Although the days were long 
and the training was hard, it was 
also extremely enjoyable and the 

time passed all too quickly.  All of the 
attendees and instructors were 
outstanding.  The experienced students 
were always very willing to help the 
neophytes in the group.  The seminar is 
designed so that skill acquisition and 
retention is high.  Thus, there was a high 
ratio of instructors to students, which 
allowed the training to occur in a more 
relaxed (i.e., less stressful) atmosphere.  I 
can, without hesitation, highly recommend 
the Silk & Steel seminar to anyone.  I hope 
I get the chance to participate again. 
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Testing Your Knowledge 

By Rick Mentley, E Dan 

Be sure to look up any Korean term that you don’t know! 

1. The Paekche Dynasty was founded in what year? 

a. 18 BC b. 37 BC c. 57 BC d. 668 AD 

2. What do the 3 words in Sah Bum Nim mean? 

a. Teacher, Instructor, Master c. Teacher, Instructor, Title of Honor  
b. Traditionalism, Professionalism, Brotherhood d. Teacher or instructor, Example, Title of Honor  

3. Muyong Chong, a royal tomb with a mural depicting an early form of Tang Soo Do, was from which Korean dynasty?  
a. Silla b. Koguryo c. Paekche d. Koryo  

4. Which of the following is not one of the 14 Attitude Requirements to Master Tang Soo Do?  
a. Regularly spaced practice sessions c. Always bow to instructors or seniors 

b. Do not be overly ambitious d. Serious approach  

5. At what belt does our Tang Soo Do knowledge begin to reveal itself? 

a. White b. Orange c. Green d. Brown  

6. What does Sip Soo mean?  
a. Slow & powerful b. 10 Hands c. Internal power d. Many hands  

7. The Korean term for Internal Power Exercise is… 

a. Nae Kong b. Chon Kyung c. Weh Kong d. Shim Kong  

8. The Korean term for By The [Instructor’s] Count is…  
a. Ku Ryung Up Shi c. Ku Ryung E Dan Soo Do  
b. Ku Ryung Ja Seh d. Ku Ryung E Mat Cho So  

9. The Korean term for Jump Spinning (180°) Hook Kick is…  
a. E Dan Dwi Tollyo Cha Ki c. Deah Dwi Tollyo Cha Ki  
b. E Dan Dwi Hu Ryo Cha Ki d. Deah Yup Hu Ryo Cha Ki  

10. The Korean term for Leg is…  
a. Hur Ri b. Pahl c. Da Ri d. Bahl 

 Answers: 1.  a 2.  d 3.  b 4.  c 5.  b 6.  b 7.  a 8.  d 9.  d 10.  c 
Do You Know Where Your Child Was…? 

By Julie Christie, E Dan  

 Do you know where your child was on 
January 14th??  If you are like many of the 
parents in our dojang, the answer is “Yes, 
helping out in the kitchen!”   

 As in years past, one of the most 
popular places for the young members of 
our dojang to volunteer at the Winter 
Championship is the kitchen.  It is a real 
delight to watch them quickly learn the 
menu and prices, and then turn around and 
teach it to the next person who comes to 
help!   

 These helpers were truly outstanding 
this year.  They kept track of what was 
happening in the gym and left when their 
rings were called.  Although these youths 
were very excited about their upcoming 
competitions they remembered their 
manners and responsibilities by always 

informing me when they were leaving, and 
most told me when they would be back to 
help!  Their enthusiasm helped sustain me 
during the day, and watching them keep 
the customers happy was an added bonus.  
These children not only did a service by 
helping people get their orders, but were 
constantly quizzed on their basic math 
skills by our security team who handled the 
money.   

 The day started off tremendously by all 
the Black Belt youth that met me when I 
pulled up in my truck loaded with the 
kitchen supplies.  I did not need to ask for 
their help; it was just what they know to do.  
Many hands made short work, and in no 
time the supplies were all brought in. 

 The setup of the kitchen was made the 
best and smoothest ever by the very able 

assistance of Lucas Froman and his father.  
The two of them filled up and set up all the 
drinks in the coolers, allowing me the time 
to set up the foods and cookware for the 
hot dogs and coffee.  The ladies Huller took 
over setting up the condiments and putting 
out the already prepared foods.  Ziad Rifi 
got materials and made up signs for the 
entrance to the gym.  Matt Summers soon 
appeared on the scene to help, along with 
Anna Thompson, Lauren Cox, and Ms. 
Spears.  Other children came and went 
through the day, all focused and ready to 
help when customers were present, and 
ready to restock during our quiet times.   

 For the people out there who wonder 
what is happening to America’s youth, I say 
to them… Look at Vaughn’s Dojang; you’ll 
see the best!  
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Vaughn’s Winter Championship 

By Jenn Luneau, E Dan 
 

  On Sunday January 14th, Vaughn’s Dojang held its annual Winter Championship.  The day started off smoothly with 
Black Belt and gup breaking and weapons competitions, and led right into opening ceremonies.  After Teagan Gallagher recited 
the 5 codes, Mr. Salas, Mike Papp, and Jenn Luneau displayed the tournament rules and the rest of the day was off.  Gup 
competitors then showed their skills in forms and sparring.  When the gups were finally finished, the Black Belts finished off the 
day with forms and sparring.  There were tough final matches for the male division sparring.  Tyler Yazujian pulled through with 
a first place.  Mike Papp narrowly missed 1st place when time ran out with a tough competitor from KMAI.  Josh Lucas also 
narrowly missed first place when time ran out, but knocked out the competition with a 2nd place victory.  Many of the other 
students also received trophies or medals and went home with great memories.  At the very end of the day the grand champion 
trophies were awarded, and Mike Papp and Jenn Luneau were joined by 4 other winners from different studios.  Don’t forget 
there are other tournaments coming up in February and May, so keep practicing! 
 

Congratulations to the following Grand Champions: 

 Adult (17-34) Male: Mike Papp (Vaughn’s Dojang) 

 Junior (14-16) Male: Brandon Haney  

 Senior (35 & above) Male: Philip Geiter 

  Adult (17-34) Female:  Rachel Jones 

  Junior (14-16) Female:  Jenn Luneau (Vaughn’s Dojang) 

  Senior (35 & above) Female: Jennifer Morelli 
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Holiday Party 

By Kelley Newman, E Dan 

 

  Vaughn’s Dojang 2006 holiday party was a great success.  There were various demos performed by the All-Stars, the 
Special Dragons, and the first place creativity team.  The food was great, and there was also the slide show of timeless memories 
from throughout the year past.  In addition to the food, dancing, and overall good cheer, there were also a few guests present at 
the party.  For example, Grandmaster Shin and Master Bowden both were celebrating the holidays with the Vaughn’s family, and 
Master Centrone was the D.J.  All in all, the Vaughn’s holiday party was an enjoyable way to celebrate the holidays. 
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Tang Soo Do Crossword Puzzle 

By Erica Papp, Cho Dan 

Across 

2. Colored belt holder 

3. Training hall or studio 

5. Art or way of life 

8. Sah Bum Nim 

12. Ko map sum ni da 

Down 

1. Ja yu dae ryun 

3. Turn to rear 

4. Founded in 37 B.C. 

6. Attention 

7. Grandmaster of WTSDA 

9. Ahn jo 

10. Meditation 

11. Empty mind (Answers on page 10) 
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Vaughn’s Dojang 2006 Major Accomplishments 

Community Service 

February 3 – conducted a demo at the Audubon Elementary School 

February 11 – conducted a demo at the Pottstown YMCA 

March 5 – conducted a Blood Drive for the American Red Cross 

April 8 – conducted a self-defense seminar for the Phoenixville Hospital 

June 3 – marched in the Malvern Parade 

August 5 – conducted a women’s self-defense clinic at the Valley Forge Freedoms Foundation 

August 6 – conducted our 2nd 2006 Red Cross Blood Drive 

September – collected clothes for the Yankton Sioux Native American Tribe in Marty, South Dakota 

Nov/Dec – conducted our annual collection for the Bethesda Project to benefit the homeless 

November 27 – conducted a self-defense seminar for a local college 

December – conducted a cell phone drive to raise money for the WTSDA building fund  
 

Dojang Events 

January 8 – conducted our 13th Winter Tournament 

January 8 – Lisa Collins won the Grand Champion trophy at our Winter Tournament for the 2nd year 

January 20-23 – 3 Vaughn’s students attended the Ki Gong clinic in California 

February 18 – Lauren Luneau & Erica Papp won Grand Champion trophies at the Western PA Tournament 

April/May – conducted our Annual Brick Campaign―raised over $3,600 

April 22 – hosted Region 8 Black Belt Test 

April 29 – Competition Demo Team held a car wash 

May 20 – conducted our annual dojang spring cleaning  

May 6 – our male and female teams took 1st  place in the first-ever team sparring at Central PA Tournament 

May 6 – Erica Papp won Central PA Grand Champion 

July 7 & 8 – Master Vaughn was promoted to 6th Degree, recognized for 36 years of service, and his 
       book, The Legacy, was published by the WTSDA 

July 7 & 8 – over 40 Vaughn’s students attended the World Championship in California 

July 7 & 8 – our Competition Demo Team won 3rd place out of 14 teams at the World Championship 

August 12 – Dojang picnic 

August 18-20 – 6 of our students attended the World Ki Gong clinic at the Freedoms Foundation 

September 9 – hosted a judging clinic 

September 16 – hosted our 22nd Black Belt Test 

October 20 – our Competition Demo Team won 1st place at the Region 8 Championship 

October 20 – Erica Papp won Jr. Gup Grand Champion at the Region 8 Championship 

November 11 – conducted our annual in-house tournament 
 

Promotions 

April 22: Sam Dan:  Steve Papp 

 E Dan:  Rick Mentley, Ray Salas, Tyler Yazujian  

 Cho Dan:  Cassie Huller, Linda Huller, Cass Lowry, Patrick Powell  

Sept. 16: Sam Dan:  Mike Papp 

 E Dan:  Jim Adams, Karen Christie, Lisa Collins, Eddie Newman, Mary Newman  

 Cho Dan:  John Collins, Kevin Collins, David Klein, Hunter Lang, Ryan Mentley, Erica Papp,  
          Daniel Peters, Frankie Pienta, Shayna Pulley, Laura Spears, Christian Truax  

 
Summary:  2 Sam Dans,  8 E Dans,  15 Cho Dans  
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 I feel very fortunate to have been present at the World Tang 
Soo Do Region 8 Championship Tournament this past October to 
witness when Vaughn's Dojang Demo Team finally won the First 
Place award for Creativity!  It was a very special moment 
approximately four years in the making.  The following 'blog is an 
attempt to describe the path that led to the Demo Team's 
success.  Here is a list of our demos in chronological order:  
 

Demo #1:  Army of Me, 2002 

Story Rundown:  

 Two spirits of nature battle a tyrant bent on destroying the 
Earth.  

Songs & Inspirations:  

 Army of Me, Bjork 

 The Lord of the Rings, dir. Peter Jackson 

History:  

 This was the first demo performed by the newly reinstated 
Demo Team, which suffered a loss of leadership the year before.  
Demo team captains included Mr. Francis and me, and the lead 
roles were played by Nick Lucas, Melissa Jaworski and John 
Jaworski.  Sets were provided by Yaz.  

Favorite Moments:  

• Mr. Francis’ "monkey-crab-walk" 

• Melissa's "acting" (which basically consisted of a lot of 
screaming) 

• Josh Lucas's lines: "That ain't right!" and "That's gotta 
hurt!" 

Verdict:  

 “Army of Me” was not the best of our demos, but it was a 
good start that earned us a third place award at the 2002 Region 
8 Tournament.  Its unavoidable and inherent cheesiness has 
earned a special place my heart, and I think of it every time I hear 
Bjork's Army of Me on the radio.  

 

 
 

Demo #2:  Showdown at the House of Blues, 2004 

Story Rundown:  

 No story, really.  This one is all about image and attitude.  
Twenty kids dressed like the Blues Brothers perform group 
hyungs, board breaks, weapons drills and self-defense techniques 
to hip-hop and rock music. It doesn't get much cooler than that!  

 Songs & Inspirations:  

 Kill Bill, dir. Quentin Tarantino 

 It Takes Two, DJ Kool and Fatman Scoop 

 Get Free, The Vines  

History:  

 The Demo Team decided to compete on the world stage as 
part of the WTSDA's World Tournament in Orlando, Florida.  In 
order to pay for the costumes and for the costs associated with 
the trip, the Demo Team embarked on an extensive fundraising 
campaign in addition to the long hours of practice.  Not only did 
the kids knit together for the cause, the parents got involved 
further tightening the bonds of friendship between the Demo 
Team members.  

 Favorite Moments:  

• The whole Florida Trip 

• The beginning of the multi-colored hair tradition. 

 Verdict:  

 This demo earned us a third place award at the 2004 World 
Tournament, and was a crowd favorite.  Our dance/hyung/drill 
performance, inspired by step routines and party walks from 
African-American Colleges, was unique.  This was the start of the 
Demo Team's tradition for wacky hair styles and rhythmic 
performances and the kids earned special notice from a few 
master instructors.  People began to take a really good look at 
Vaughn’s Demo Team, and were particularly impressed by the 
special bond they had for each other. 

(Continued on page 9) 

ALL TIME BEST LIST – VAUGHN’S DEMO TEAM 

By Ali Williams, E Dan 
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Demo #3: “Big Dogs Bark!”, 2004 

Story Rundown:  

 Again, this one is all about image and attitude. The story can 
be summed up as: "Two gangs fight."  But add an awesome TSD 
hyung/step routine to a funky tune, and the Demo Team out-cool's 
itself yet again!  

Songs & Inspirations:  

 Atomic Dog, George Clinton.  Make my funk the P-funk, y'all!  

History:  

 This was the first Demo completely conceptualized and 
captained by youth Black Belts.  The adults provided logistical 
guidance but the kids, led by Nick Lucas and Melissa Jaworski, 
stepped up to the plate creatively.  Team organization included 
back-up up by talented (but unofficial) co-captains Mike Papp and 
Lauren Luneau.  

Favorite Moments:  

 "Big Dawgs Bark! AAAARRROOOO!" 

Verdict:  

 This demo won second place in the 2004 Region 8 
Tournament, missing first place by 0.1 points!  This was the apex 
of the team’s tradition for wacky hair styles and rhythmic 
performances, and it proved that Vaughn's Dojang's youth Black 
Belts had the class and style to compete with Region 8's adult 
Black Belts. 

 

Demo #4:  James Bond Meets Austin Powers, 2006 

Story Rundown:  

 After battling many femme fatales, James Bond meets the 
true International Man of Mystery.  

Songs & Inspirations:  

 James Bond Theme, Monty Norman 

 Soul Bossa Nova, Quincy Jones  

History:  

 Demo Team leadership suffered another massive shake-up.  
Youth captains, Nick and Melissa, went off to college.  Both adult 
supervisors, Mr. Williams and Mr. Francis, packed up their 
families and moved either out-of-state or out-of-country.  The big 
question was: “Who was going to take over the demo team?”  

 The mantle of leadership transferred to Mike Papp and 
Lauren Luneau, backed by Mr. Papp the senior.  These three led 
a motley crew of Demo Team veterans plus a new generation of 
up-and-comers from the ranks of Vaughn's gup students to the 
2006 World Tournament in Anaheim, California.  This demo was 
made during a contentious transitional period, but the team pulled 
through.  

Favorite Moments:  

 Andrew Delena as "Austin Powers," of course (I think Master 
Britt would agree) 

Verdict:  

 This demo won a third place award and was a great satire on 
our tradition of "dancing".  The team proved that the Demo Team 
was a legacy, and the sprit of teamwork, creativity and initiative 
helped to inspire a new generation of kids.  The Demo Team is 
here to stay!  

 
Demo #5:  X-Men: The Last Stand, 2006 

Story Rundown:  

 The coolest adaptation of the X-Men movies, ever!  

Songs & Inspirations:  

 X-Men: The Last Stand, dir. Brett Ratner 

 Music arranged by Mike Papp  

History:  

 A true creative milestone for the Demo Team.  This demo 
had everything!  Great fight scenes, special effects and props 
(blood squibs, Wolverine’s claws), awesome costumes and 
superb set design, including an imploding army barracks.  The 
pageant required the cooperation of youth and parents and was 
funded by significant fundraising efforts by the team.  Stylistically, 
this demo was a departure from the wacky hair/dancing themes, 

Demo Team 
 

(Continued from page 8) 

(Continued on page 10) 
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Self-Defense Seminar at the Restaurant School 

By Lisa Collins, E Dan  

returning to a more classic performance structure while retaining 
much of the attitude and imagery that defined all of Vaughn’s 
Dojang’s Demo Team creative efforts.  Each performer was at 
the top of his/her game.  The younger kids (representing the 
Human Army) performed spectacular weapons forms, using 
knives and guns.  The older demo veterans each performed as 
members of the Brotherhood of Evil Mutants and the X-Men, 
with Mike Papp as a truly awesome Wolverine, complete with 
retractable claws!  

Favorite Moments, almost too many to mention:  

• Each team member performing his/her fight scene 
exactly as the corresponding character would fight 

• Original knife hyung, performed flawlessly by the 
youngest kids on the team 

• Mariam's ki haps during the gun form 

• Toad (James Bonney) fighting Gambit (Lisa Collins) 

• Beast (Tyler Yazujian) pummeling the heck out of 
Quicksilver (Andrew Delena) 

• Iceman (Eddie Newman) "freezing" Pyro (Patrick Vu) 
and then accidentally getting stuck on the ammo boxes 

• Lady Deathstrike (Erica Papp) fighting Wolverine.  This 
fight scene was too short.  I want to see Erica in more 
fight scenes.  I could watch her beat up on her brother 
all day! 

• Sabertooth (Josh Lucas) vs. Wolverine!  Too bloody!  
Too cool! 

• The final pose at the end of the demo. 

Verdict:  

 First Place 2006 Region 8 Tournament (coincidentally by 
0.1 points).  'Nuff said! 

Demo Team 
(Continued from page 9) 

 

Answers to Crossword Puzzle on page 6: 
 

Across   Down 

2. Yu Gup Ja  1. Free Sparring 

3. Dojang   3. Dwi Ro Tora 

5. Do    4. Koguryo  

8. Instructor  6. Cha Ryut 

12. Thank You  7. Shin  
   9. Sit   

   10. Muk Yum 

   11. Moo Shim 

Special Classes for  

Black Belt Club Members 

 Black Belt Club members:  have you been attending the special classes 
that are offered on Monday and Tuesday evenings from 8:00 – 9:00?  If not, 
you’re missing an excellent opportunity for additional specialized training.  In 
December, Mr. Mike Papp taught tournament preparation classes.  January 
special classes included tournament preparation and weapons with Mr. Vu, 
and heavy bag and target training led by Mr. Steve Papp.  The schedule for 
February through April is: 

February – Mondays:  Mr. Lipstein knife defense 
February – Tuesdays:  Dr. Rosenkrans form details 
March – Mondays:  Mr. Altiere one-steps 
March – Tuesdays:  TBA 
April – Mondays:  Dr. Painter and Mrs. Winsko form application 
April – Tuesdays:  TBA 

Make a point of coming to the classes; you’ll be glad you did! 

 At the request of Melanie Pierce, an 
E Dan from Vaughn's Dojang, Mrs. Powell 
brought her women's self-defense 
seminar to college students of the 
Restaurant School in Philadelphia on 
November 27 of last year.  This was only 
the latest of several excursions Mrs. 
Powell and her Black Belt volunteers had 
undertaken to reach out to women in the 
community, but it included a little twist.  
Much to the surprise of the instructors, 
many of the attendees at this women's 
self-defense seminar were young men.  
Nevertheless, the presentation was once 
again a success.  While this particular 
program is geared towards women, the 

material is not very gender-specific. 

 After a brief introduction of the Black 
Belts and a short explanation of our 
martial art, Mrs. Powell proceeded to 
intrigue her audience with an interactive 
and highly informative lecture.  She 
provided statistics relating to violence 
against women, discussed characteristics 
of potential attackers, and instructed 
listeners on how to avoid becoming 
victims.  The students of the Restaurant 
School listened attentively, responding 
well to the clarity of the presentation and 
the concreteness of the situations and 
solutions explained by Mrs. Powell.  Their 
participation was quite enthusiastic, 

especially when the time came to practice 
a few new techniques.  Within a very short 
amount of time, they had become 
familiarized with vital points and such 
basic techniques as elbow and knee 
strikes, front kicks, and a few one-steps.  

 Needless to say, the night was a 
success.  The men learned as much as 
the women, and all were grateful for the 
new-found knowledge they could now 
share with mothers, sisters, and friends.  
Many thanks are due to Mrs. Powell for 
her hard work and dedication in 
orchestrating these invaluable seminars. 
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1 Jae Chul Shin, Tang Soo Do, Volume I, The Essence, (Jae Chul Shin: 1992), pp. 176-177 

Observations on Tang Soo Do Culture; 

The Contributions of Formality  

By John Collins, Cho Dan  

At the 2005 Region 8 Adult Black Belt 
Camp, Master William Strong, a Professor 
of Geography, talked about the different 
aspects of culture, and wondered if Tang 
Soo Do had its own culture. Here is a 
definition of the term: 

Culture: The system of shared beliefs, 
values, customs, behaviors, and 
artifacts that the members of society 
use to cope with their world and with 
one another, and that are transmitted 
from generation to generation through 
learning 

It was a fascinating talk about those 
things, which unite us in Tang Soo Do.  
The thrust of his presentation was that we 
do, indeed, have cultural bonds that unite 
us across geographical, linguistic, and 
other boundaries.  These include 
inculcating a warrior spirit, and practicing 
the values of perseverance, self-mastery, 
humility and service to others.  We are 
bound by common behaviors and 
artifacts—our hyungs, our uniforms, and 
the traditions, which tie us to the past.  
These are transmitted from “generation to 
generation” in the mechanism of the 
instructor/student relationship—the Sun 
Bae/Hu Bae relationship described by 
Kwan Chang Nim in Tang Soo Do Volume 
I, The Essence.  The Sun Bae, or senior 
member, is senior based on seniority and 
rank.  The Hu Bae member is the junior in 
seniority and rank.  Kwan Chang Nim 
describes this relationship as requiring 
respect and obedience from the Hu Bae 
toward the Sun Bae, and requiring that the 
“Sun Bae love and care for their Hu Bae, 
as they themselves would like to be cared 
for.”  Our Tang Soo Do culture is handed 
down through time from Master Instructors 
to Dan Instructors, to senior Gup students, 
to junior Gup students, with each new 
group of Cho Dans being a new 
“generation.” 

Tang Soo Do demands a level of 
formality in this Sun Bae/Hu Bae 
relationship, which is (unfortunately, I 
believe) largely unknown in American 
society in general today.  This formal 
behavior is very much a part of our Tang 
Soo Do culture, no doubt partly because of 
its Asian roots, and the importance 
formality plays in Asian cultures, and also 
partly due to its martial heritage.  Military 
forces have been and continue to be very 
hierarchical and formal organizations.  
However, the formality of Tang Soo Do 
strikes most new students—at least 

American students—as awkward, or even 
odd behavior.  When I was a child, I 
remember my parents referring to people 
they didn’t know as Mr. or Mrs., and 
addressing them as sir or ma’am.  This 
behavior has largely died out through much 
of the United States, although in many 
areas of the south, formality has continued 
to be passed along to successive 
generations as “southern culture.”  Through 
much of the United States, however, adults 
simply assume that addressing new 
acquaintances by their first name is 
acceptable immediately upon first meeting 
or introduction.  Although some formality is 
still practiced between generations, it is not 
uncommon for adults to invite children to 
use their first names. 

I have experienced new Tang Soo Do 
students asking, “How long do you 
continue to call Mr. So-and-So, Mr. So-and-
So?” as if there should be some arbitrary 
period of acquaintance after which informal 
address is acceptable.  I have gotten some 
very puzzled looks when I say, “Oh, I’ll 
always call him Mr. So-and-So.”  I get a 
chuckle when answering this question for 
newer, adult white and orange belt 
students, because they often have the 
same expression I imagine they might have 
when bumping into a cult or biker gang 
member.  That’s how uncommon formal 
forms of address have become in much of 
this country. 

It’s not so everywhere else, however.  
During my time in the military, living in Asia 
and Europe, I found the formal behavior I 
remember from my youth very much in 
evidence in certain other countries.  Japan, 
Korea, and most of Asia are well known for 
formality, of course.  The Sun Bae/Hu Bae 
relationship Kwan Chang Nim writes about 
in The Essence permeates all of society, 
not just the military and martial arts 
communities.  The relationship of children 
to parents, employees to employers or 
supervisors, the relationship of students to 
teachers, indeed, the attitude of any 
younger person to someone even slightly 
older is very formal. 

In Germany, it is not uncommon for 
close neighbors to refer to each other as 
Herr or Frau or Frauline So-and-So (the 
German equivalent of Mr., Mrs. and Miss) 
for years.  In fact, in some areas of 
Germany, when neighbors have become 
close friends, they actually have a 
ceremony for introducing first-name 
address into their relationship.  A German 

neighbor once described this to me.  He 
and his wife had the neighbors over for a 
drink and some snacks, and the wives 
introduced their husbands by their first 
names.  For example, one wife would 
introduce her husband to the other this 
way, “Herr Janz, meet Willi Gehrman.”  
Then, the other wife would introduce her 
husband, “Herr Gehrman, meet Freidrich 
Janz.” The men would shake hands and 
say, “Pleased to meet you, Willi 
(Freidrich)!” as if they were just meeting for 
the first time, even though they had known 
each other for years!  From then on, they’d 
be Willi and Freidrich to each other, but 
Herr Janz or Herr Gehrman to the rest of 
the neighborhood men.  In that area of 
Germany, they made a very big deal out of 
being invited to use someone’s first name.  
It means something and is not done lightly. 

Why do I think this is important enough 
to write a Cho Dan essay about it?  Well, I 
believe that when we treat each other more 
formally, we actually feel differently about 
each other.  We don’t just treat each other 
differently; I believe we actually like each 
other more than we would if we were not as 
formal.  Before I expand on that thought, let 
me use an analogy.  It is well known in 
scientific circles that when someone 
smiles, it causes the release of 
endorphins—chemicals that actually make 
us feel happier.  If you are in a bad mood, 
the simple act of smiling, even forcing a 
smile, can improve your mood.  Sales 
people are taught to stand and smile before 
making a sales call by telephone because 
standing up makes them feel more 
confident, and smiling makes them sound 
more genuine on the other end of the line.  
It works.  I know, I’m in sales, and I 
frequently stand and smile before dialing 
the phone. 

How does this relate to formality in the 
dojang?  When folks assume familiarity 
right away with people, I think it makes us 
ruder somehow.  We are quick to dismiss 
someone’s ideas, we treat people’s 
comments or requests brusquely, and we 
ignore people or don’t give them our full 
attention when they are speaking to us.  
This rudeness manifests itself in many 
small ways of which we often aren’t even 
aware.  We devalue each other, and it’s all 
too easy to start to complain about people 
to others. 

One of the things I noticed about living 
in Asia and Europe was how nice people 

(Continued on page 12) 
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are.  People would never think of using 
your first name immediately upon meeting 
or being introduced.  But they looked you in 
the eye when you spoke, they’d smile while 
you were speaking, they’d actually think 
before responding to you.  I notice this 
whenever I travel in the southern United 
States, as well.  You walk up to a store 
clerk in Savannah, Georgia and get a 
bright, cheery, “How can I help you, sir (or 
ma’am)?” with a smile, to boot.  You know 
what?  You tend to smile back.  It makes 
you feel better and your business goes 
smoother.  How often do you hear sir or 
ma’am up north. . .outside of the dojang?  
How often do you run into surly service 
people where you shop or do business, 
and how surly do you become because of 
it? 

The dojang attracts a diverse group of 
people, and like any diverse group of 
people some folks will rub us the wrong 
way.  That doesn’t make them, or us, bad 
people; that just happens sometimes.  
Maybe someone is a bit on the quiet side, 
and another dojang member is as 
gregarious and outgoing as they come.  
The gregarious person can drive the 
quieter person nuts, sometimes.  Maybe 
someone is prone to rambling a bit when 
he talks (I suffer from that one myself, 
actually).  That can drive more articulate 
listeners crazy.  Maybe someone is just 
insensitive.  He doesn’t mean to be, he just 
isn’t as tuned in to other peoples’ feelings 
as most other people are, and he 
inadvertently steps on toes a lot. 

In our too-familiar society, that can 
lead to crankiness, petty backbiting and 
griping, snapping at one another, and all 
sorts of other unnecessarily rude behavior.  
But I find that in the dojang, being more 
formal changes the way I approach people, 
and that, in turn, changes the way I see 
them.  Instead of grousing or being 
annoyed with someone who is too verbose, 
or insensitive, or whatever else I might find 
objectionable about him, I find myself more 
often than not patiently hearing him out, or 
realizing that he didn’t mean to be 
insensitive, or realizing that his motivation 
was correct even if something he did just 
backfired.  I generally find myself being 
more tolerant and forgiving of other 
peoples’ shortcomings and actually liking 
them more, just as they are, warts and all.  
I believe that being formal has a lot to do 
with this. 

Rank plays a role, as well, but the 
respect for rank, the constant awareness of 
the Sun Bae/Hu Bae aspects of every 
relationship in the dojang only goes so far.  

That can—doesn’t necessarily, but can—
lead to antagonistic relationships.  But 
when you couple a constant awareness of 
one’s rank in relation to others in the 
dojang with our formal, polite code of 
dealing with each other, the rank aspect is 
softened.  The two together can produce 
that respect from the Hu Bae to the Sun 
Bae Kwan Chang Nim wrote about in The 
Essence, and it can also lead to the loving 
service he exhorts the Sun Bae to provide 
to the Hu Bae. 

The end result of all this, if formality is 
fostered in the dojang, is more harmonious 
relationships, more friendships between 
diverse people who likely would never have 
gravitated toward one another outside the 
dojang, more tolerance for each others’ 
failings and shortcomings, more 
encouragement for one another. . .all up 
and down the rank structure.  At our 
dojang, the Black Belts don’t walk around 
lording it over the Gup students, and the 
Cho Dan Bos don’t strut like peacocks 
around the junior students.  The instructors, 
and the assistant and training instructors 
actually take great joy in teaching and in 
the progress of their students.  And 
because the instructors treat the students 
respectfully, the students feel secure and 
freely return that respect and seek 
guidance from their instructors.  The rank 
structure helps the gears mesh and the 
machine to function.  The formality we 
practice, I believe, acts like the lubricant in 
the machine that makes it run smoothly. 

A young Tang Soo Do master once 
invited me to call him by his first name in 
private.  He said he felt a bit odd when I 
called him “Mr.” (he was a Sam Dan at the 
time) when he knew I was old enough to be 
his father.  I declined the invitation saying 
the gulf in our ranks was simply too great 
for me to get comfortable with calling him 
by his first name.  I explained that ten years 
in the military had conditioned me to 
respect rank.  I explained that I could be 
comfortable addressing a Cho Dan by his 
or her first name even though I was a red 
belt, if I was invited by that Cho Dan (never 
assume!) and then only in private, never in 
the dojang or within hearing of other Gups.  
I explained that as a captain in the Air 
Force, I might call a major by his first 
name, but only in private, never in the 
squadron.  But I also explained that as a 
captain, I could never address a full colonel 
by his or her first name. . .ever.  I wouldn’t 
be invited to do so, but in the unlikely event 
I was, I couldn’t get comfortable with it 
because the gulf in rank was too great. 

I finished by saying that I hoped he 
understood why I’d feel uncomfortable 
calling him by his first name, and said I was 
sorry he was stuck being uncomfortable 

with me calling him Mr., but that was one of 
the burdens of rank, and he’d just have to 
get used to it.  He got a big smile on his 
face and told me that I was one of the few 
folks in the dojang who really understood 
this concept—most Americans who have 
not had military service simply didn’t get it, 
and so the formality between him and 
some of the other students who were much 
older than he was sometimes felt awkward.  
But he said that after our exchange, my 
calling him Mr. in the future would never 
make him feel that way. 

As students rise through the Gup 
ranks, at some point most of them begin to 
accept the formality in the dojang.  Maybe 
they can’t articulate why, but the formality 
gradually becomes more comfortable for 
them.  I always feel a bit sorry for Black 
Belts from other dojangs I meet at 
tournaments who aren’t as formal.  
Whenever I meet an E Dan who shakes my 
hand and says, “Just call me Joe,” I cringe 
a little bit because I realize that he is 
missing out on a very valuable part of our 
Tang Soo Do ‘culture’.  Far from being 
anachronistic, or uncomfortable, or 
somehow demeaning, we should embrace 
our custom and behavior of addressing 
each other formally.  It not only makes us 
act nicer, it can actually change our 
feelings and deepen our love and respect 
for the other members of our Tang Soo Do 
family.  Yes, maybe to a new Gup student 
unaccustomed to it formal address may 
feel awkward; but if you are Sun Bae to 
that student, take a moment to explain it to 
him or her.  Master Strong is absolutely 
right, Tang Soo Do does have a culture 
that transcends geographical, linguistic, 
religious, and other boundaries, and 
formality is a profoundly essential custom 
and behavior in our culture.  Let the karate 
people with the shark caricatures on their 
uniforms be familiar with each other, but as 
Tang Soo Do people, let’s cultivate an 
appreciation for, even a love for formality.  
Certainly if someone senior to you invites 
you to use familiar address in private, go 
ahead and do so, if you are comfortable 
with it, but discipline yourself to never do it 
in the dojang, or even outside of the dojang 
if you are with fellow Tang Soo Do 
students. 

And if you’re a Cho Dan Bo and an E 
Dan meets you at a tournament and says, 
“Just call me Joe,” I hope you’ll do what I 
do and reply, “Sorry, sir, we just don’t do 
that at Vaughn’s Dojang.  I’ll just have to 
call you mister.”  Maybe someday, he’ll ‘get 
it’, like that young master and I ‘get it’.  As 
you move up in rank, please take time to 
explain to the next generation of our Tang 
Soo Do family why the custom of formality 
in our culture is really a great gift. 

Tang Soo Do Culture 
 

(Continued from page 11) 
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To the following Spirit Belt recipients: 

And Our Newest Cho Dan Bos: 
Mike Magner 

Matt Summers 

 November December January  

Adults  

   Audubon Dojang Ed Ward Kelsey Stanton Steve Kirshenbaum 

   Audubon YMCA – – – 

   Boyertown Bill Boyd Ryan Best – 

   Phoenixville – – – 

   Pottstown – – – 

 

Youth  

   Audubon Dojang Mason Lucas Pooja Anantha Corrina Damien 

   Audubon YMCA – – – 

   Boyertown – – Lance Kokonos 

   Phoenixville Brandon Chang Brandon Chang & Auturo Rosas Rohan Jhunjhunwala 

   Pottstown Dylan Brandt Zoe Ryan Shelby Burnley 

 

Special Dragons – Sherry Shekhar – 

And To: 

2006 Student of the Year—
 Mrs. Yasmine Rifi 

2006 Family of the Year— 

 The Thompson Family 

2006 Instructor of the Year— 

 Dr. Painter 

2006 Roundtable Award— 

 Mr. Jim Yazujian 
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Valentine’s 
Day 

Presidents’ 
Day 

Sam Dan 

Training 9:00;  
Meeting 10:00 

VFMA 
 Gup 

Graduation 

YMCA  
Gup 

Graduation 

 

 
 

Western PA 

Championship

☯ 

BB Maint. 
Test  10:00 

Region 8 
Eastern 

Leadership 
Class 

BB Maint. 
Test  8:00 

BB Maint. 
Test  10:00 

Region 8 
Instructor 
Class 

☯ 

 

Instructors’ 
Class 

Sam Dan 
Training 9:00 
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Leadership 

Class (Master 
Vaughn teaches) 
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St. Patrick’s 
Day 

VFMA Gup 
Graduation 

YMCA Gup 
Graduation 

Instructors’ 
Class 

Region 8 
Eastern 

Leadership 
Class 

Sam Dan 
Training 9:00;  
Meeting 10:00 

Sam Dan 
Training 9:00 

Masters’ 
Clinic 

Blood Drive at 
Audubon Dojang 

Region 8 

Instructor 
Class 

☯ 

 

Special Needs 
BB & CDB  
Testing 

Western Region 8 
Gup Clinic 

2007 Vaughn’s Dojang 
Theme: 
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Day 

Region 8 Eastern 
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Meeting 10:00 

Sam Dan 
Training 9:00 

Region 8 

Instructor 
Class 

☯ 

 

 

 
 

Lancaster 
Championship

☯ 

Vaughn’s Kick-A-Thon 
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Tell us what you think! 

newsletter@vaughnsdojang.com 

 

Please give us feedback on any of the 

following.  Send an article to liven up the 

material!  We appreciate your input! 

• Send an article or pictures 

• Suggestions for newsletter content or 

layout 

• Comments on specific articles 

• Comments on specific events 

• Any future events you would like to see? 

• Any events that were disappointing?  

Why? 

Want Ads!!! 

• Students or Parents with 

computer skills that will 

help the Dojang.  Please 

call Mr. Vu or Master 

Vaughn at the Studio!  

Many skills are needed! 

• Cho Dan Bos!  You 

should be assigned to a 

committee or a Black 

Belt for assistant 

teaching.  Please 

contact Mr. Altiere if you 

are not already 

assigned. 
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